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Civilian Sector

7. Self-defense and survival in water
Course description: Having experience in water training is a life-saving skill. Whether is just swimming and surviving or being able to defend yourself from an
assailant while being submerged in water. The course consists of multiple situations.
8. Antikidnappingcourse
Course description: This course is intended to raise your awareness and to prepare you to defend yourself and others in cases of unwilling abductions.In places

9. Active shooter survival course
shooter enters your place of business.
10. Home defense course
Course length: 1 or 2 day course
Course description:In this course you will learn how to defend yourself and your family from an armed and unarmedhome invader, utilize improvised
weapons, i.e. household objects, in dim lighting and other challenging conditions.
11. Self-defense with improvised weapons
Course length: 1 day
Course description:Learn how to use objects around you and on your person in self-defenseon the street, in a restaurant, car, home, in woods from people or
animals.
12. How to survivevarious extreme situations
Course description: This course is meant to teach you to survive various situations with extreme conditions. Car accidents, airplane crash, sea adrift. You will
1. Self-defense
Level 1- against an unarmed attacker- This course represents a basic level of self-defense. Armed with nothing but empty hand reality drills, you will be able
do defend yourself from an unarmed assailant.
Level 2-against an armed attacker- Dealing with an armed assailant is vastly different than having to fend off an unarmed one. The situations further differ
depending on the type of the weapon. Taking care of the weapon threat takes priority which demands a certain mindset. Consisting of many reality drills, the
Level 2 of self-defensewill prepare you for that.
Level 3- against multiple attackers- Course description:Fending off an attack from multiple assailants is very different than having to deal with just one. The
situation worsens with them being armed. This course stresses out the importance of quick reacting and utilizing skills you will learn in it.

13. Tactical Pen
Course length: Level 1 = 1day, Level 2 = 2 days
Course description: This course will teach you to use a tactical pen, an often overlooked piece of everyday carry gear that could very well save your life one day.
Being less lethal than all edged weapons, it stands as a perfect choice for self-defense.

2. Self-defense for women and Mindset for women
Course length: 2 days
Course description: This course will teach you how to neutralize most common attacks ranging fromhaving your hair grabbed to being pinned to the ground
by a weapon-bearing assailant.Unlike most self-defense systems that rely heavily on strength, speed, and coordination, the techniques in this program
employ leverage, technique, and timing, so anyone, regardless of age or athletic ability, can make them work against larger opponents.

15. Fighter – Defender Mindset
Course description: This course is meant to cover ‘overcoming fear’ and to teach you to react. Large number of reality drillsdesigned to raise awareness to the

3. Self-defense against multiple attackers
Course length: 1 day
Course description:Fending off an attack from multiple assailants is very different than having to deal with just one. The situation worsens with them being
armed. This course stresses out the importance of quick reacting and utilizing skills you will learn in it.
4. Self-defense against firearms (Gun,Rifle, Shotgun)
Course description: Defending a gun threat demands a specific state of mind. Even if you would never choose to stand up to a gun,there are scenarios in which
you might be compelled to do so. For such situations, it's beneficial to know how you might solve this problem. As a skill is useless without an intent to act,
this course targets both.
5. Self-defense against knife
Course description: The course is based on research in order to understand the dynamics of real knife attacks. It addresses commonly debated issues such as
awareness, avoidance (running away), compliance, the use of improvised weapons.It also covers a variety of empty hand drills, using clothes as improvised
shields.
6. Self-defense inside and around the car
Course description: This course is intended to prepare you for possible hijacking or any type of an attack involving your vehicle. Also includes hazardous
situations you may find yourself in experiencing an accident on and off road and submerged.

14. Be a bodyguard for your family
Course description: Learn to teach your family how to act in certain life threatening situations.Teach them security protocols for home invasion, abduction
situations and self-defense. They will become an active defender rather than being a hopeless victim.

Security Sector
Security Guard - Doorman Level 1
ers etc.). As a part of our course, all above-mentioned procedures will be taught and rehearsed.
Security Guard -Doorman Level 2
Level two Security Guard - Doorman course is designed as an addition to Level 1 where participants will learn self defense against most common threats and
attacks in our hand to hand module. Also the course will cover self-defense against multiple opponents. In addition, participants will learn techniques and
tactic how to control the people in emergency situations.

Law Enforcement Sector

7. Police Sector - Hand Gun, Rifle and Shotgun Retention Course
Course Length: 1 day
Course Description: Gun retention training is most important in helping police officers in surviving potentially fatal attacks. The course is designed to teach
techniques for police operatives that are facing situations with most aggressive suspects. Course will teach you most important principles in retention of all
different kinds of weapons that are used in police forces. You will learn how to deal gun retention in ground fighting, respond any gun grab, how to reach
weapon in life and death struggle, how to properly use holster and how to deal a strike with a weapon.
8. Police Sector - SOKO Counter Blade Concept (CBC) – Self-defense against Knife attacks and threats
Course Length: 1 day or 2 days
Course Description: Police officers all over the world are very often experiencing knife attacks since knifes and other sharp weapons are available to almost any
offender. Course will provide you knowledge about types of attacks, psychology of knife attacker, all principles of self-defense against knife attacks and most
useful techniques of self-defense that we will practice in stress drills. We will also analyze and practice several knife attack scenarios and find several solutions
for each.
9. Police Sector - Protect of third party
Course Description: Unlike protecting third party as close protection operative, as police officer you will not be able to think about tactic in advance - you will
have to adapt to situation and protect third party on your duty as police officer. In here we will learn techniques of protecting others in hostage situations,
family violence situations, protecting colleagues and other people in riots and other massive fight situations. Course will cover techniques of both hand to
hand fight and usage of common police gear (baton, tonfa, and handgun).
10. Police Sector - Police shooting concept L1
Course Length: 2-3 days
Course Description: Course will cover shooting basics - shooting from all three weapon conditions, basic footwork, fast and tactical reloading, shooting with
both left and right hand and basics of shooting in pair.

1. Police Sector - Self-defense for police officers
Course Length: 3-5 days
Course Description: Since police job carry much more different threats then civilian life it requires a specific approach to self-defense program. Techniques and
tactics included in this course will teach police officers how to use police equipment like tonfa, police bat, flashlight, paper spray, handcuffs and gun in
protecting personal safety, but also hand to hand techniques. One part of course will cover self-defense work in pair so it will simulate situations that police
officers are facing while patrolling in pair.
2. Police Sector - Handcuffing
Course Length: 1 day
Course Description: The course is designed to teach police operatives techniques of handcuffing. Students will receive training in putting handcuffs to suspects
in various situations and under stress. Training scenarios are based on most common situations that police officers are facing in situations of arresting
aggressive offenders.
3. Police Sector - Police Ground Fighting without weapon
Course Length: 1 day – 2 day
Course Description: Course will provide you techniques for dealing most common situations in ground fighting that police officers are facing. Since not every
time weapon is reachable for police officer and because of respect of the statutory procedure, you will learn how to deal these attacks without using weapon
while keeping attacker away from your equipment.
4. Police Sector - Police Control on the Ground
Course Length: 1 -2 days advanced staff
Course Description: Since most of arrest resisting situations are ending up in police officer is trying to control suspect on the ground - we made this as a
separate course. Course will cover arresting situations, putting handcuffs, searching while offender is on the ground and dealing surprise attacks from the
offender or his accomplice.
5. Police Sector - Police Ground Fighting with weapons against 1 and more attackers with or without weapons
Course Description: In addition to previous course, this one will cover similar situations but with advantage of using different kind of weapons (stick, handgun,
flashlight, tonfa, tactical pen). Also you will learn different techniques and tactics in dealing more then one attacker is situations when you can and when you
can’t use weapon. Drills in this course will simulate the stressful situations that police officers are experiencing while facing riots and hooligans.

6. Police Sector - SOKO Counter Gun Concept ( CGC) HandGun, Rifle and Shotgun Disarm course
Course Length: 1day – 2 days
Course Description: Opposing the gun (handgun, rifle or shotgun) have it’s propose in various situations like robberies, hostage situations or active shooter
situations. One of most complicated fight scenarios will be covered here. Our students will learn how to deal with weapon treats
through many stressful drills that are based in experiences most common for cops.

11. Police Sector - Police shooting concept L2 Advance 3-5 days
Course Length: 3-5days
Course Description: Course will cover advance shooting techniques – advanced footwork, usage of cover, advanced work in pair, work in group, dynamic
reloading, shooting under stress and different shooting scenarios.
12. Police Sector - Police Stick Concept L1 Basic
Course Length: 1 Day
Course Description: On this course you will learn basic strikes and blocks with police stick. We will provide you concepts and techniques of using stick combined
with punches and kicks in different real-life situations. You will also learn how to do basic locks using a police stick.
13. Police Sector - Police Stick Concept L2 Advance
Course Length: 2 days
Course Description: On this, advanced part of course, you learn more different strikes and techniques that you can use for multiple attackers. Also, you will
learn how to use police stick in ground fighting, grappling, against other weapon and combined with some other police gear (shield for example). Concepts
of police stick fighting we will transfer to other similar weapon like telescopic stick or any stick-like object.
14. Police Sector - Police Tonfa Concept L1 Basic
Course Length: 1 day
Course Description: In this course you will learn how to use this weapon common for police forces all over the world. Basic training will teach you different
stances, grips, basic strikes and blocks with tonfa. You will learn how to use tonfa together with punches and kicks.
15. Police Sector - Police Tonfa Concept L2 Advance
Course Length: 2 days
Course Description: On advance course you get knowledge and experience of using tonfa in different scenarios, more different types of transitions and strikes
and using tonfa in grappling and locking. We will put attention on work in pair and work in groups in real-life situations.
16. Police Sector - Gun Force to Force Training for Police Officers
Course Description: Most important and usually most neglected part of gun training. In Soko Combat System we gave a lot attention to this subject since we
are focused in real-life scenarios. Beside usual drills and fighting scenarios, we will go through some most famous police actions and analyze them in practical
exercises. Lot of accent will be put in stress drills here.
17. Police Sector - Guardian Mindset (Protect Mindset, Awareness & Tactics, Defense)
Course Length: 1 or 2 days
Course Description: This course is meant to cover ‘overcoming fear’ and learn our students to keep clear minded in worst possible scenarios. All drills are
designed to rise student’s conscience on higher level in situations where theirs lives are endangers.

Military Sector

5. Ground Fighting
quickly move to the ground position as they deploy their weapon and how to get into the position which allows movement in all directions. This course will
neutralize them.
6. Gun Disarms
The main topic of the course are the principles, tactics, and techniques of various gun disarms in all positions, stand up, kneeling and on the ground. The course
deployment and counters to gun retention. Part, of course, is stress situations which put the trainee close to reality as possible.
7. Gun Retention Course
Solider who operate today often have to move through urban areas and in close proximity of the civilians or those who pose as such. In these situations gun
grabs, or disarm attempts often occur. This course is designed to teach the trainee to retain their gun in a wide variety of situation as well as immediate
and disarming, targeting principles, proper psychomotor skills involved in their employment. This course will also cover knife deployment as a tool in order to
counter disarming attempt.
8. Military Knife Combat - Level 1
A knife has always been one of the most important tools in any military combat situations. Level one course of knife combat is designed to cover stances,
movements, strikes, blocks with the knife and most important part of knife combat - Psychological aspect of edged weapon combat and types of injuries and
9. Military Knife Combat - Level2

10. Military Knife Combat - Level3

1. H2H Combat - Level 1
Empty hands against unarmed opponent

against multiple opponents. In this course, we again give focus on adaptation, tactics and utilization of the environment, items that can be used as improvised
weapon or shield as well using one of a subdued attacker as a cover while employing the knife as the weapon of choice.

hours. Many military operations, such as peacekeeping missions or noncombatant evacuation, may restrict the use of deadly weapons. Hand-to-hand
and knife, improvised weapons, use of army shovel, machete, ax... This Course requires earlier training and/or experience in the subject.
2. H2H Combat - Level 2
Empty handed against armed opponent

Most gun transition courses cover the transition from primary to secondary weapon and back. However, this course goes step forward and cover the situations
handgun, knife, empty hand and situations where two weapons can be deployed, for example, gun and knife etc.

course is designed to teach the participants that few well learned techniques that you can connect and combine when you defend yourself with bare hands
and how to adapt moves and techniques to various attacks.

13. Medic Course
Combat First Aid introduces the student to Tactical Trauma Care (TTC™) and the concepts of Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC). It covers casualty approaches

3. H2H Combat - Level3
Empty handed against multiple attackers
Solider operate in hostile environment, and quite often they have to face multiple enemies, usually armed in hand to hand combat. This course is designed to
teach the participants how to utilize their environment, whether there are walls, furniture, trees...in their advantage and to save themselfs and prevail in
worst case scenario when they have to face multiple attackers. Also the participants will learn the best battle tested principles and how to use the enemy
combatant as a cover and shield against attack.

hemorrhage control including tourniquets and wound packing, basic airway management and tactical rescue concepts among many other essential topics.

Custom Made - Create Your Own Course

4. Military Combat Mindset
You can book any of these courses and there is a possibility of creating your own, special course by combining two or more courses. All you need to tell us is

is no way but forward.

Close Protection

6. Close Protection Operatives MINDSET course
Course Length: 1 day
Course Description: Proper mental preparation for Close protections officers, how to prepare before incident happen and how to recover after the incident.
Mental acceptance of the possibility, and preprogramming for danger, will greatly reduce the shock and reaction time when the inevitable occurs.
7. Single Close Protection Operative room clearing course with VIP
Course Length: 2 days
Course Description: The course is designed to teach room clearing techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives (CPOs) to provide professional security
for VIPs, executives, high profile individuals or any other individuals in need of protection. In addition, students will receive training in how to do a most
effective room clearing, based on the years of experience from real situations from Special Forces. In addition, students will receive essential advanced training
on room clearing principles and fundamentals, movement around hallways, hallway clearing techniques, with actions at the point of entry, actions upon the
point of entry and fundamentals of room combat. All with action drills with VIP, one and more attackers and with precision shooting.
8. CQC Close Protection Course
Course Length: 2 days
Course Description: The course is designed to teach techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives (CPOs) to provide professional security for VIPs,
executives, high profile individuals or any other individuals in need of protection. In addition, students will receive advanced training in hand to hand combat,
knife, telescopic baton and tactical pen carefully design by Soko Combat Academy for CPOs, with techniques that are simple to grasp, easy to learn and highly
effective in application.

1. Close protection Course Level 1 / Single Close Protection Operative
Course Length: 5 days
Course Description: The course is designed to teach techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives (CPOs), as individuals to provide professional security
for VIPs, executives, high profile individuals or any other in need of protection. In addition, students will receive essential training in individual skills such as
basic CPO procedures, the role of CPO, responsibilities of CPO, types of clients, basic threat assessment, working the residence, corporate security, first aid and
CPR, terrorism overview, basic explosive identification, defensive tactics for close protection, close protection foot drills, vehicle selection and modification,
precision and performance protective driving, basic hand to hand combat, basic combat weapons training and close combat protective shooting.
2. Close protection Course Level 2 / Close Protection Team operation
Course Length: 9 days
Course Description: The course is designed to teach techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives working in Close Protection Teams, as team to be
able to provide professional security for VIPs, executives and high profile individuals. In addition, students will receive training in advanced weapons training,
ambush identification and avoidance, evasive and offensive driving, Close Protection Team drills, risk management and reduction, counter surveillance,
advanced hand to hand combat, advanced combat weapons training, advanced close combat protective shooting, emergency first aid and CPR, terrorist
method and motivation, running the advanced team, special event management.
3. Close Protection Level 3 / Close Protections skills upgrade course
Course Length: 3 days
Course Description: The course is designed to improve already existing techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives and Close Protection Teams who
are already working. The course will burst their overall combat fitness and operational capabilities for further duties. A strong emphasis will be placed on the
strength, stamina, flexibility and speed for protective defense, and close combat shooting performance, skills that are necessary for proper close protection
duties.
4. Specialized Close Protection Operative shooting skills upgrade course
Course Length: 2 days
Course Description: The course is specially designed to teach techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives (CPOs) to be able to provide highly
professional security for VIPs, executives, high profile individuals or any other individuals in need of protection. In addition, students will receive training in
grip, stance and draw from concealed carry, correct trigger control, loading/reloading/tactical reloading, ready gun positions, one/two hand shooting, rapid
firing, malfunctions, instinctive point shooting, barricade shooting, standing/kneeling/prone/and on the back shooting positions, extreme close combat
shooting, multiple target, body and weapon synchronization. Students will highly improved manipulation with various weapons and better accuracy during
stress.
5. Close Protection hand to hand (H2H) course
Course Length: 1 day
- Level 1 / Close Protection Operative against 1 and multiple attackers
- Level 2 / Close Protection Team against 1 and multiple attackers
- Level 3 / the use of handgun as non lethal weapon and improvised weapons to solve problems, for CPO and CPT.
Course Description: The course is designed to teach techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives (CPOs) to provide professional security for VIPs,
executives, high profile individuals or any other individuals in need of protection. In addition, students will receive advanced training in hand to hand combat,
carefully suited Soko Combat Academy program for CPOs, the techniques that are simple to grasp, easy to learn and highly effective in application.

9. Close Protection Operatives Nightmare
Course Length: 2 days
Course Description: The course is designed to teach techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives and Close Protection Teams, to be able to provide
professional security for VIPs, executives and high profile individuals. In addition, students will receive training and action drills in the worst scenarios for the
protection of the VIP, such as car ambush, open spaces, buildings and night situations.
10. Close Protection Tactical pen course
Course Length: 1 day
Course Description: The course is designed to teach techniques with Tactical Pen for Close Protection Operatives (CPOs). In a lot of countries its not possible to
carry a gun, knife or the telescopic baton. In addition, students will receive intense training in the use of Tactical Pen carefully designed by Soko Combat
Academy, with techniques that are simple to grasp, easy to learn and highly effective in application against unarmed attacker, knife, stick and handgun. The
skill and the course that is really essential and adapted for a modern bodyguard.
11. Close Protection Telescope Baton course
Course Length: 2 days
Course Description: The course is designed to teach techniques with Telescope Baton for Close Protection Operatives (CPOs). In addition, students will receive
intense training in the use of Telescope Baton carefully designed by Soko Combat Academy, with techniques that are simple to grasp, easy to learn and highly
effective in application against unarmed attacker, knife, stick and handgun and against one or multiple attackers with various drills. The skill and the course
that is really essential adapted for a modern bodyguard.
12. Close Protection Night concept course
Course Length: 1 day or night
Course Description: The course is designed to teach specific techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives. In addition, students will receive advanced
weapons training and training in shooting in the low light and night situations with action drills.
13. Close Protection Survival Course
Course Length: 2 days
Course Description: The course is designed to teach techniques and tactics for Close Protection Operatives to be able to provide professional security for VIPs,
executives and high profile individuals. In addition, students will receive training in specific urban, rural, sea and desert survival skills. In addition, students
will receive advanced training in how to control and motivate the VIP to survive in different situations, and how to apply first aid for himself and the VIP.
14. Close Protection Folding Knife Course
Course Length: 1 day
Level 1/ Basic
Level 2/ Advanced
Course Description: The course is designed to teach specific techniques for Close Protection Operatives (CPOs) to provide professional security for VIPs,
executives, high profile individuals or any other individuals in need of protection. In addition, students will receive training in the proper selection of the
Folding Knife for them, deployment and effective use of the Folding Knife, with the techniques that are simple to grasp, easy to learn and highly effective in
application.

